
Shape2BAKE® re-useable pan liners vs. parchment paper
Save 90% of your costs AND eliminate the disposal of used papers!

A NEW Solution:
Does your business use disposable parchment paper or waxed paper to line sheet pans or 
other trays? How many cases do you purchase per month? Let us show you how we can 
saving 90% of your costs AND eliminate the disposal of used papers...
A Shape2BAKE pan liner is a Teflon coated fabric that can be re-used thousands of times, 
saving you money and eliminating waste. It is a direct replacement for parchment paper.

Case Study – parchment paper costs:
As an estimate, you pay around $72.00 per case of 1000 sheets for mid weight paper liners. 
If you are able to use each sheet TWO times, then the cost is about 3.6¢ per bake.  
($72.00 divided by 2000 = 3.6¢)

Shape2BAKE pan liners cost about twice that for a case of 24 sheets but each sheet is 
guaranteed to last at least 1500 cycles costing you 10 times less per bake - 0.4¢ per bake!.
(24 x 1500 = 36,000 times and $140.00 divided by 36,000 = 0.0039) Your cost may be less in volume.
You also save the cost of waste disposal while helping our environment by eliminating 
another consumable throw away item!

Performance of Shape2BAKE® pan liners:
• Shape2BAKE's NON-STICK surface also allows for a great reduction in oils, fats, and 
flour and it's suitable for baking, roasting, broiling, microwave and freezing.
• Shape2BAKE meets USDA, NSF, FDA and is Kosher Approved.
• You can use both sides of a Shape2BAKE pan liner
• Shape2BAKE pan liners are temperature resistant to 550F.  
• We can provide Shape2BAKE pan liners cut to any dimension or shape to line ovens, 
cake pans, roasting pans, skillets or other items in addition to sheet pans.
Our Shape2BAKE pan liner material has been used in Industrial food preparation and large 
wholesale bakeries for years, both in sheets and large belts!

Can we provide you a sample pan liner to do your own testing?

Create catered dishes 
without clean-up & 

disposal!

Quickly de-pan 
cookies, pretzels & 

pralines w/o damage!

Roast/bake meats 
& fish without oils 

or pan soaking!

Bake with rolled-on 
seasonings that don’t 

stick to the pan!

Fry peppercorn 
shrimp without 

loosing the pepper!
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